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The Army of God 
By: Meaghan Gemma 

Introduction 

The Army of God (AOG) is a radical anti-abortion 
group, which uses Christian beliefs to justify violent means in 
stopping abortion practices (Altum, 2003). The Army of God 
is a loosely connected network in which the members share 
the Christian belief that fetuses are human beings, as well as 
God’s creation and therefore, classify abortion as murder 
(Nifong, 1988). The members of the group believe that 
preventing abortions is a duty given to them by God, 
superseding any and all human authority, and must be 
achieved using whatever means necessary (Olson, 2005). The 
group’s acts are not considered immoral by the members of 
the group, as they are done in the defense of the unborn, and 
are therefore justified (Wiren, 2006). The lack of identifiable 
structure or organization of the group, makes tracking Army 
of God difficult, as the members seldom interact directly with 
one another and seem to be more committed to the ideology 
than to the specific group itself (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). The Army 
of God Manual, published by the group in 1988, proposes a 
more uniform anti-abortion ideology and provides the 
different methods an individual can use to stop abortion 
(Altum, 2003). The group uses this manual in addition to 
their website, articles and newsletters to promote their 
ideology as well as inspire potential recruits (Sam-Kpakra, 
2016). 

The following essay will outline the social and political 
context in which the Army of God was founded, as well as 
elaborate on their perceived grievances. The review will also 
cover the Army of God’s methods of violence including 
murder, bombings and arson. The role of the group’s manual, 
The Army of God Manual on prescribing and dictating the 
actions of the members will also be discussed. In addition, the 
review will analyze how the violence of the group’s acts have 
varied over time. Finally, the essay will conclude the 
government’s response and counteractions to the group and 
the Army of God’s presence in society today. 
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The Social Context of The Army of God 

The Army of God emerged in the United States with its first attack in 1982 (Altum, 2003; 
Nifong, 1998). In understanding the rise of the terrorist group, it is essential to review the societal 
context in which it was founded. Though it is difficult to identify exactly when the terrorist group 
was formed due to the group’s lack of structure, the context for the creation of the Army of God 
stems from subjective turn in the earlier part of the 20th century (Wiren, 2016). During the 20th 
century, the country shifted away from traditional sources of knowledge, such as the Catholic 
Church, as people began to rely on their own personal experiences and values (Wiren, 2016). This 
turn took place as a result of the first wave of fundamentalism in the United States, which largely 
involved Darwinian theory and Biblical criticism. Along with this first wave of fundamentalism, 
Christian groups started to part from political environments and focused on the idea of rapture 
(Wiren, 2016). As a result, religious influence on political decisions decreased significantly. It was 
under these circumstances that the country legalized abortion in the case of Roe v Wade in 1973 
(Wiren, 2016; Altum, 2003). 

This ruling in Roe v Wade violated the Christian belief that abortion is against God’s will 
and sparked the beginning of a massive movement to end abortion (Evans, 2011). The Christian 
pro-life movement employed passive, conventional means of protest for years following the 
decision (Altum, 2003; Evans, 2011). As time went on, these peaceful methods proved to be 
ineffective in criminalizing abortion. As a result, the terrorist organization the Army of God 
emerged as a radical counterpart to the previous non-violent movements (Altum, 2003). Though, 
as previously mentioned, the specific start of the group is difficult to identify, many researchers 
believe the group began in Atlanta prison cells in the early 1980s (Altum, 2003; Evans, 2011). 

Political Context of The Army of God 

In understanding the beginning of the Army of God, it is important to highlight the 
political context during the emergence of the group. The group began during the Reagan 
administration, during which President Reagan made various public, anti-abortion statements 
(Winter, 2014). As the Republican Party was in power, their ties and support to the pro-life 
movement provided the anti-abortionists the validation they needed to fight for the cause using 
violent means (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). Further, Reagan was accused of legitimizing the group 
through various acts such as his article in “Abortion and the Conscience Nation” and his support 
of the film “The Silent Scream” (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). The Republican President’s 1985 proposal to 
Congress to deny funding to clinics which provided abortion information and his lack of public 
disapproval of the clinic bombings prior to the start of the AOG, also created the idea that 
violence to end abortion was acceptable (Winter, 2014). The passive responses of the government 
towards abortion violence are important to highlight when understanding the society in which 
the Army of God was founded (Sam-Kpakra, 2016; Winter, 2014). 
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Grievances 

The United States Supreme Court’s decision in Roe v Wade, legalizing abortion, served as the 
foundation for the perceived grievances of the Army of God (Altum, 2003). The terrorist group 
views abortion as murder of the unborn and compares the legalization of abortion to a holocaust of 
the innocent and defenseless (Altum, 2003). The members assume the grievances of the fetuses 
aborted and act with the duty of defending the unborn. As a member of the Army of God states: 

I believe it’s the murder of an unborn child, and it’s very sad ́cause I’m at the abortion 
clinics and I see the women go in and I know they have their own child within them that 
God gave them. Their babies are living in them and they are the mother of that child, and 
the mother goes in there to have her child killed. [...] It’s too much for words. It’s beyond 
comprehension and words. I see it with my own eyes but it is hard to believe it’s actually 
happening. That mothers are walking into this place and paying someone money to kill 
their own child. To me its no difference as if they took their baby in their arms in there and 
then have it killed. There is no difference. So it’s a horrendous act. [...] it’s a horrible thing 
and it’s happening all over the place. In every city it’s going on. It’s an evil thing (Wiren 
2006). 

The Army of God believes abortion is a violation of God’s will and therefore a direct conflict with 
the value system of the Army of God (Evans, 2011). Further, the decision in Roe v Wade is seen as 
rejection of the core beliefs of Christianity, a strong foundation of the Army of God’s ideology, and 
the terrorist group acts in hopes of reinstituting these beliefs in the government (Altum, 2003; 
Wiren, 2016). Further, Altum (2003) asserts that members of the group may also experience 
grievances from their inability to participate politically in illegalizing abortion because many are 
disenfranchised due to their criminal record, as a common characteristic of AOG members is a 
criminal history. Though the legalization of abortion is what the group perceives at their greatest 
grievance, as the group continued, the members found harm in anyone who opposed their 
Christian beliefs, such as the LGBTQ and Muslim populations (Altum, 2003; Evans, 2011). Altum 
(2003) states, “The Army of God believes homosexuals are ‘disgusting,’ and Muslims ‘will spend 
eternity in hell fire because they reject the one true way of salvation, The Lord Jesus Christ, and 
follow after a false god.” (Altum, 2003) The Army of God utilizes violence in order to make these 
grievances known and combat, what they perceive to be, an attack on their own personal beliefs. 

Methods of Violence 

Due to the loose structure of the Army of God, it is sometimes difficult to identify what 
crimes were perpetrated by members of the group and other, non-affiliated anti-abortionist 
(Wiren, 2016). However, Sam-Kpakra (2016) states that the AOG has been involved in crimes such 
as the kidnapping and murdering of physicians who provide abortion services. In the terrorist 
group, the most virtuous crime a member can commit is the killing of an abortion doctor (Wiren, 
2016). The murdering of a doctor who performs abortions is seen as a heroic act within the group 
and usually incites other members into action (Evans, 2011). The Army of God believes that 
abortion is murder; they consequently see any doctor who provides such services as killers of the 



 

      

              
              

               
                   

              
               

                
               

             
             

              
                 

   

 

    

            
                  
             

              
            

                  
              

               
              
            

               
             

              
                

  

 

      

                 
             
                 
                

                   
                 
    

unborn (Altum, 2003). Therefore, Winter (2014) states the extremist group deems the killing of 
abortion doctors, ‘justifiable homicide’; killing one life in order to save hundreds. Further, the 
group has taken credit for many bombings and burnings of abortion clinics (Evan, 2011; Wiren, 
2016). From the beginning of the group in 1982 to 1994, the Army of God was linked to arson and 
bombing attacks of one hundred abortion clinics (Winter, 2014). Further, members of the group 
have tried to prevent abortion by vandalizing clinics in addition to, stalking and harassing clinic 
employees and patients (Olson, 2005). According to Evans (2011), the group has also been tied to 
the estimated 500 false anthrax letters that were distributed in 2001 to abortion clinics all over the 
United States (Evans, 2011). These threatening letters contained a powder similar to anthrax and 
led many abortion clinics to believe that the letter was contaminated (Reproductive Health Matters, 
2002). The group’s acceptable modes of violence are outlined in The Army of God Manual, which 
has been utilized by the members of the group throughout the existence of the Army of God 
(Nifong, 1998). 

The Army of God Manual 

The Army of God Manual, which surfaced in 1988, is integral in understanding the Army of 
God as a whole. Though no author is listed, it has been believed that the manual was created by 
key members of the organization while imprisoned in Atlanta (Evans, 2001). There are three 
separate editions of the manual, which outline 99 ways to stop abortion through violent and 
nonviolent means (Altum, 2003). The manual has been described as a “how to” blueprint, 
outlining ways in which the members of the Army of God can disrupt the work of abortion clinics 
(Nifong, 1998; Sam-Kpakra, 2016). According to Evans (2001), the writings encourage and describe 
steps in which one could successfully create a bomb, commit arson or carry out a butyric acid 
attack. The manual also contains layouts of certain buildings, highlighting the areas of and 
potential accessibility of certain abortion clinics (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). The radicalization of the 
group has also been attributed to The Army of God Manual (Evans, 2001), as the writing stresses a 
call for action by emphasizing a war on “the baby killing industry”(Wiren, 2006), and 
dehumanizes pro-lifers (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). The accessibility of the manual also plays a role in the 
development of the group, as many of the chapters are readily available on the internet (Nifong, 
1998). 

Army of God: Growth Over Time 

In studying the Army of God, it is important to highlight the ways in which the group 
adapted and developed overtime. Though the group was involved in the kidnapping of a
physician and his wife in 1982, the Army of God’s presence throughout most of the 1980s was 
somewhat scattered and did not pose a serious threat to law enforcement (Altum, 2003). It was not 
until the late 1980s, in Atlanta jail cells that the group began to take hold (Altum, 2003). One of the 
most significant events in the existence of the Army of God is the publishing of The Army of God 
Manual (Evans, 2011). 
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Perhaps the most significant and defining element of AOG maturation as an entity surfaced 
in 1988, when the “Army of God Manual” was drafted. It is believed that this manual was 
developed by numerous anti-abortion extremists who were arrested (in that same year) and 
jailed together for several weeks for protests during the Democratic National Convention in 
Atlanta. Further, it was during this time that many of the AOGs members were given 
aliases. The manual became somewhat of a living document, culminating into three 
separate editions over a period of three years. Each edition increasingly encourages 
escalating acts of violence, ultimately reaching the point of advocating the murder of 
abortion providers (Evans, 2011). 

The manual served as a confirmation of the Army of God’s existence, as well as a tool in which to 
radicalize other potential members (Altum, 2003; Evans, 2011). The publication of the manual also 
coincided with the group’s shift towards more violent means and employment of bomb and arson 
attacks on abortion clinics in the 1990s (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). During this time, the extremist group 
also began to utilize the internet, specifically their website, to recruit and radicalize a large 
audience (Winter, 2014). In 1993, the group’s means of violence expanded to murder, as Dr. David 
Gunn became the first member of the AOG to kill an abortion provider (Evans, 2011). This act 
inspired other members and resulted in a string of physician killings from 1994-1998, committed 
by the Army of God (Evans, 2011; Olson, 2005). The Army of God’s acts contributed to the 1990s 
being the most violent decade for the anti-abortion movement (Winter, 2014). The years following 
the wave of murders was much less violent and the Army of God began to utilize less dangerous 
tactics, such as writing hate mail and making harassing phone calls (Evans, 2011). Gregg (2016) 
asserts this change is due to the AOG’s loss of support as a result of the public’s negative reaction 
to the group’s use of violence. The Army of God’s actions shifted from physical confrontation to 
interacting with their audience from a distance (Olson, 2005). According to Evans (2011), the 
Army of God adopted a more terroristic tactic after the 9/11 attacks, using threatening anthrax 
letters to abortion clinics to create a feeling of terror and panic. The actions and policies set forth by 
the government also played a role in the development of the Army of God. 

Government Action 

Throughout the Army of God’s existence, the government’s view of the group and its 
response has varied. The terrorist group first emerged in 1982 while President Reagan was in 
power. As a republican president, Reagan also supported the pro-life movement (Sam-Kpakra, 
2016). Reagan denounced the violence against abortion clinics and personnel but did not recognize 
the crimes to be that of a coordinated group (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). In fact, Sam-Kparkra (2016) states 
the FBI did not categorize the Army of God as a terrorist group during the 1980s (Sam-Kparkra, 
2016). At the time, the government only considered terrorism groups to be ones that were 
hierarchical and highly organized (Jefferis, 2011). As a result, AOG was not designated a terrorist 
group when it first emerged (Jefferis, 2011). The delayed classification of the terrorist group 
coupled with the administration’s strong pro-life stance caused the members of the AOG to feel 
legitimized by the government (Sam-Kparkra, 2016). It was not until President Clinton, a member 
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of the Democratic Party, came into office that the government enacted policy to counter the Army 
of God’s activities (Jefferis, 2011; Sam-Kparkra, 2016). The Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances 
Act (FACE) of 1994 was put in place by the Clinton administration in order to protect abortion 
clinic’s doctors and patients (Kifner, 2001; Mason, 2000; Pridemore, 2007). According to 
Bartholomew (2012), the act made it a federal crime to use or threaten force or physical obstruction 
with the intent to intimidate or interfere with a person who is providing or receiving reproductive 
health services, in which perpetrators would be punished severely. FACE also made it a federal 
crime to damage abortion clinic property (Bartholomew, 2012). However, FACE did not prove 
successful in deterring harassment and stalking of abortion doctors, which would typically 
escalate into more serious attacks (Kifner, 2001). Also, in Madsen v Women’s Health Inc. (1994), the 
United States Supreme Court upheld the right of clinics to create and utilize buffer zones to protect 
the clinic’s patients and staff from harassment (Pridemore, 2007). The United States Attorney 
General at the time, Janet Reo, created the Task Force on Violence Against Abortion Providers 
(VAAPCON), which was to investigate conspiracies against abortion providers (Winter, 2014). The 
Federal Bureau of Investigation also opened up an investigation into the Army of God as a group 
(Jefferis, 2011). However according to Jefferis (2011), the grand jury disbanded after two years due 
to a lack of evidence supporting the existence of a structured group. 

Army of God: Operations Today 

The Army of God continues to utilize its website and manual to maintain the existence of 
the group. Due to the loose network and the group’s lack of structure, it is difficult to know what, 
or if, members of the Army of God are still active until after they have already acted (Sam-Kpakra, 
2016). However, the Army of God has persisted through various investigations, imprisonments 
and presidential administrations due to the group’s emphasis on lone wolves and the lack of 
structure and interaction within the group (Evans, 2011). As The Army of God Manual states, “The 
soldiers, however, do not usually communicate with one another. Very few have ever met each 
other. And when they do, each is usually unaware of the other’s soldier status. That is why the 
Feds will never stop this Army. Never.” (Winters, 2014) One of the most recent Army of God 
attack occurred in 2015, when Robert Dear opened fire in an abortion clinic in Colorado (Sam-
Kpakra, 2016). According to Sam-Kpakra (2016), Dear’s actions were consistent with the AOG’s 
manual, and his action demonstrate the effect the manual has on the survival and expansion of the 
group. The Army of God’s website also plays a role in preserving the member’s goal of ending 
abortion through violent means (Altum, 2003). 

Conclusion 

In 1982, the Army of God emerged in the United States as a result of the legalization of 
abortion in Roe v Wade in 1973 (Wiren, 2016). The group was founded in a time where the focus of 
society in America was transitioning away from religious institutions and relying more on the 
individual experience (Wiren, 2016). In addition, it is important to highlight the political context at 
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the time, as the country was being led by President Reagan, a member of the Republican Party. 
Though the Reagan did not support the illegitimate actions of the group, he largely supported the 
pro-life movement, making the members of the AOG feel validated in their actions (Sam-Kpakra, 
2016). As the group developed over time, their methods of violence fluctuated, as they became 
increasingly violent, as they moved from arsons to murder. The 1990s have proved to be the most 
violent decade for the anti-abortion movement, the escalation resulting from the Army of God’s 
frustration with the lack of legal and political action from their Republican politicians (Winter, 
2014). The Army of God’s de-escalation coincided with the government’s counter terrorism 
policies, such as the Freedom to Access Clinics Entrances Act, which made it a federal crime to use 
or threaten force or physical obstruction with the intent to intimidate or interfere with a person 
who is providing or receiving reproductive health services (Sam-Kpakra, 2016). However, this 
policy was not believed to be effective in deterring harassment of abortion clinic doctors, which 
would usually grow into more severe attacks (Kifner, 2001). The FACE Act was established with 
the idea that harsher punishments would deter abortion attacks, such as the ones conducted by the 
Army of God (Bartholomew, 2012). Though the Act was successful in terms of preventing minor 
crimes, such as blocking entrances to clinics (Sam-Kpakra, 2016), many argue it was unable to 
deter the major crimes committed by the Army of God such as the murders of physicians who 
perform abortions and bombings of clinics (Bartholomew, 2012). 
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The Ecological and Social 
Ramifications of the Illegal 
Madagascar Rosewood Trade 
By: Emma Patten 

Introduction 
Madagascar, an island nation off the coast of Africa, 

is home to a wealth of biodiversity. Thousands of species are 
endemic to the island, meaning they are found nowhere else 
in the world. Madagascar is home to 43 species of rosewood 
trees, all but one of which is endemic (Bohannon, 2010). The 
logs from these trees are a highly sought-after resource. The 
beautiful coloration of the wood is favored for use in 
expensive instruments and furniture, making the logging 
trade a lucrative business. This trade has had large impacts 
on the ecosystem of Madagascar, harming the species that 
live there. The logging business has also had social 
repercussions, with the impoverished people of Madagascar 
feeling the impacts. While the business is not new, the 
modern-day world has created even higher demand for the 
wood. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the growth of 
the international illegal rosewood trade, the ways that the 
trade has affected the people and environment of 
Madagascar, and the ways that globalization has impacted 
the trade. Globalization has connected all corners of the 
world, linking even seemingly remote and exotic places like 
Madagascar to the rest of the planet. Through the profitable 
illegal rosewood logging business, this link has allowed the 
developed world to devastate the people of Madagascar, as 
well as its fragile ecosystems. 

The Rosewood Trade and Selective Logging 

Rosewood has long been prized for its beauty, with 
its deep, rich color making it popular throughout history. 
Used for high-end musical instruments and furniture, the 
wood commands a high price from foreign buyers, 
primarily from Asia, Europe, and the U.S. (Torr, 2012). 
Today, the majority of the wood is shipped to China to be 
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used in traditional furniture, although most is eventually exported to developed countries 
(Randriamalala & Liu, 2010). Exporters of the wood make an average of $6 per kilogram, and with 
a single log weighing an average of 196 kg, the business has great money-making potential 
(Randriamalala & Liu, 2010). For example, a single rosewood armoire can sell for $20,000 in China 
(Barrett, Brown, Morikawa, Labat, & Yoder, 2010). While not all rosewoods are logged illegally, 
prices such as these provide motivation for illegal activities. 

As much as 90% of Madagascar’s primary forest is thought to be lost. Among these already 
sparse forests are rosewood trees, which have a very low density per hectare. Because of this low 
density, the trees are selectively logged. This means loggers seek out trees and remove them while 
leaving the surrounding trees intact (Barrett et al., 2010). The practice of selective logging has 
decreased the numbers of rosewoods even further. A 2010 study found that reduction in the 
distribution of the trees ranged from 54 to 98% (Barrett et al., 2010). The ramifications of this 
reduction are significant, and have not yet been fully realized. 

The impacts of selective logging practices are widespread. Due to the low density of the 
trees, loggers must travel deep into the forests and encroach on new territories to find them. As a 
result, vegetation must be cut down to create trails that allow access to the trees. These trails allow 
for easier entry into the forests for further resource exploitation and deforestation (Barrett et al., 
2010). When loggers reach a site deep in the forest, they build campsites by clear-cutting large 
areas of forest. While staying at these camps, loggers trap and eat bushmeat, which usually 
consists of birds and mammals, further harming the environment and animals around them 
(Bohannon, 2010). Once the trees are cut down, they must be moved to a transport point to be 
shipped out. To transport the logs, loggers cut down lightweight trees and lianas, a type of woody 
vine, in order to create rafts to float the logs downstream. As each log requires multiple smaller 
trees to support it, this amounts to thousands of extra trees being cut down for use in the 
rosewood trade (Randriamalala & Liu, 2010). 

Ecological Ramifications of the Rosewood Trade 

The impacts of selective logging have led to habitat loss in the forests of Madagascar. 
Remaining intact forest habitat was estimated to be about 92,200 km² in 2010, providing very little 
habitat for the plants and animals of Madagascar. Lemurs, one of the many endemic species, are 
particularly important to the island. These primates are critically endangered, with the 
International Union for Conservation of Nature finding that 94% of lemur species are threatened 
(Schwitzer et al., 2014). The illegal rosewood trade has contributed to the endangerment of these 
mammals. Lemurs rely on the forests, and a 2017 study found that some species of lemur rely on 
rosewood trees specifically (Rafidimanana, Holmes, Jackson, Louis, & Rakouth, 2017). Lemurs are 
seed dispersers, and therefore play a major role in reforestation efforts. Because of this, their loss 
would have a larger impact than others. As stated by Schwitzer et al. (2014), “Habitat and lemur 
conservation are interdependent: Lemurs have important ecological roles and are essential to 
maintaining the island’s unique forests. Their loss would likely trigger extinction cascades.” (p. 
842). The ecological importance of rosewood trees connects them with the rest of the island, 
making their conservation all the more critical. 
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Social Ramifications of the Rosewood Trade 

In addition to the impacts on the environment of Madagascar, the Malagasy people have 
been effected by the illegal rosewood trade. Madagascar is one of the poorest nations in the world, 
with more than 90% of its people living on less than $2 a day. These conditions have led many to 
make the choice to become illegal loggers (Schwitzer et al., 2014). The poverty of the people, and 
the demand for employment, has allowed companies to keep wages low. Loggers make just $0.49 
for each rosewood log extracted (Barrett et al., 2010). In this way, the illegal rosewood trade has 
impacted the livelihoods of many Malagasy people. On a larger scale, the trade has affected the 
economy of the entire country. Ecotourism has declined due to habitat loss, and illegal logging and 
wildlife trade have become the nation’s fastest-growing economic sectors (Hannah, 2011). Illegal 
logging provides short-term economic help for the Malagasy people, but takes away the long-term 
benefits that come from ecotourism. Additionally, it damages ecosystems that are essential for the 
rural livelihoods of some Malagasy people (Barrett et al., 2010). Both the ecosystems and the 
people of Madagascar are being exploited by those profiting from the illegal rosewood trade. 

Political Crisis in Madagascar 

In March 2009, Madagascar suffered a coup d’état (Hannah, 2011). The turmoil created by 
the political crisis allowed illegal activities such as logging to prevail. The new regime relaxed 
regulations on the hardwood trade, making it easier to log, transport, and sell the trees (Bohannon, 
2010). In addition to lax regulations, the political crisis led to breakdowns in enforcement, with less 
officials working to impose the laws. This allowed loggers to break the laws that remained with 
little to no repercussion. It was during this time period that logging in National Parks picked up. 
In March of 2009, the National Parks of the SAVA region experienced intense illegal logging. The 
transport of these logs was conducted along stretches of busy roads (Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). 
Loggers were able to conduct illegal activity openly in public place, which highlights the 
deterioration in law enforcement. Protected areas such as Masoala and Marojejy National Parks, 
once considered a safe haven for endangered species, are no longer secure (Schwitzer et al., 2014). 
In some areas of these parks, rangers have more than 100 square kilometers each to patrol, leaving 
them incapable of stopping all illegal activities. Due to the lucrative nature of the business, many 
who did attempt to stop loggers were met with threats of violence (Torr, 2012). 

Corporate Exploitation 

The political turmoil in Madagascar has allowed corporations to exploit the country’s 
natural resources. Private businesses have found ways around regulations that allow them to 
maximize their profits. In late 2009, the government of Madagascar placed a fine on containers of 
exported rosewood. However, for many exporters, this fine was not an obstacle. In many cases, the 
Chinese buyers, rather than the exporters, paid the fine, and there was no legal action so long as 
the fine was paid. Some companies found other ways around the fines, exporting most of their 
timber for the year before the fines were imposed. Others lowered shipping costs by packing 
squared logs, thus using containers more efficiently and reducing costs per volume shipped 
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(Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). The practice of smuggling has also been utilized to reduce costs. A 
2002 study estimated that 40% of the volume exported at that time was smuggled out of 
Madagascar (Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). The breakdown in law enforcement allowed these illegal 
activities to proliferate. Exporters are not the only ones benefiting from the trade. A 2010 study 
analyzed the profits of banks and shipping companies involved in the 2009 rosewood trade. It was 
found that banks earned tens of thousands of dollars, and shipping companies earned hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for their support and involvement in the trade (Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). 

The Government’s Role in Exploitation 

The exploitation of Madagascar’s rosewoods can be partially attributed to elements such as 
corporate corruption and lack of policing resources, but these are not the only explanations. Much 
of the activity is enabled directly by the government, whether they actively condone the trade or 
simply turn a blind eye to it. The government of Madagascar has played a direct role in the lack of 
enforcement of laws protecting rosewoods. In March of 2010, a decree was issued that prohibited 
all exports of rosewood and other precious timber for a period of two to five years. However, the 
decree was not completely endorsed, and therefore not enforced by the government, allowing 
logging to continue (Innes, 2010). Corruption in the government of Madagascar has allowed for 
financial interests to prevail over environmental interests. As stated by Innes (2010), “…insecure 
governments focused on short-term priorities have often facilitated the logging.” (p. 6). The money 
to be made in the illegal rosewood logging business became a “short-term priority”, with long-
term environmental protection taking a back seat. 

The government of Madagascar has facilitated the illegal logging business in multiple ways, 
skirting around laws in a way similar to the exporters. When a tree has fallen due to a natural 
disaster, such as a cyclone, loggers are granted permission by the government to recover the trees 
for export. However, field investigations have revealed that most of the trees exported following a 
natural disaster were not naturally uprooted, and had in fact been intentionally felled. Rosewood 
trees are particularly resilient, and it is unlikely they would be uprooted by a cyclone 
(Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). This information, known to the government, has provided a 
convenient cover that allows prolific illegal logging under a legal pretense. It has also been found 
that restrictions were changed or limited prior to elections on multiple occasions, allowing the 
government access to money from the trade and gaining favor with those who participated in the 
trade. In addition to the often-changing regulations, the restrictions that are in place are confusing 
and contradictory. These conflicting laws allow exploitation to continue (Randrimalala & Liu, 
2010). 

Effects of Globalization 

The term globalization refers to the phenomenon of an increasingly global economy, and it 
has connected the world like never before. For rosewood traders, this has been good for business. 
For the rosewoods themselves, this has been a death sentence. Globalization has given the 
developed world more access to the natural resources of places like Madagascar, and has allowed 
these resources to be exploited. Corporations that operate transnationally have expanded the 
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market for rosewood, and these connections have allowed the developed world to import their 
resources from the Third World, rather than using their own. In the case of logging, this 
phenomenon has been termed “exporting deforestation.” (Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). This has 
come about mainly due to environmental restrictions in the countries that are importing the 
resources. China banned logging in its own forests in 1998, and subsequently increased their 
timber imports six-fold (Randrimalala & Liu, 2010). Similar issues have arisen in other parts of the 
world. Brazilian rosewood is listed under Appendix 1 of the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES), indicating a ban on all international trade of the species. An increase 
in demand for Madagascar rosewood has been an unintended consequence of this action (Innes, 
2010). These examples demonstrate the ways that Madagascar has been affected by the activity of 
foreign nations, highlighting the impacts of globalization. 

Conclusion 

The rosewoods of Madagascar are slow-growing (Bohannon, 2010). Between this fact, the 
logging of the trees, and the killing of lemurs (who are key in reforestation efforts), it is impossible 
for the species to recover on its own. Researchers have suggested multiple ways to protect the 
rosewoods, the most widely discussed being getting the trees protected under CITES. Research has 
shown that other species have greatly benefited from this protection (Barrett et al., 2010). Other 
proposed efforts include promoting ecotourism and empowering local communities to create 
reserves that protect the environment around them (Schwitzer et al., 2014). 

The actions of the human race, intensified by globalization, have impacted ecosystems 
around the globe. Madagascar is a biodiversity hotspot, and therefore an ecosystem of particular 
importance to our planet. Environmental issues such as habitat loss and species extinction are 
worsened by illegal activities, where lack of regulations allows unsustainable activity to occur. In 
the case of illegal logging, increased demand from the developed world as well as political 
instability within the nation has led to further exploitation of Madagascar’s ecosystems and the 
Malagasy people. Madagascar could greatly benefit from the support of the developed world. 
However, many nations have discontinued their support for the environment in Madagascar just 
when it needs it most. For example, after over 20 years and nearly $150 million of investment, the 
U.S. government discontinued its support. This leaves few sources of income to fund new 
investments in Madagascar’s National Parks (Hannah, 2011). With sources of funding diminished, 
Madagascar is left in an even more precarious position. 

The Madagascar rosewood trade is unsustainable and easily exploitable. The large profits to 
be made from the trade have driven many to illegal avenues, and political crisis in the country has 
left the trees even more vulnerable. The impacts of the rosewood trade on both the environment of 
Madagascar and the Malagasy people are immense, and can only hope to be lessened with the 
help of the developed world. Financial support for protection of National Parks is critical for the 
survival of Madagascar’s rare species. The crimes against nature that have occurred here have 
widespread impact. In the case of environmental crime, the repercussions are extensive, and 
global. It is a battle we cannot afford to lose . 
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Do Black Lives Really Matter? 
By: Marnie Walsh 

Critical race theorists study privilege, American 
laws, and society. These theorists often tend to avoid the 
mainstream millennium beliefs and ideals about race, as 
millennials are easily influenced from media as they 
continue to grow older. These influences cause various 
opinions millenniums create about race and racism to be 
inaccurate and objectively judged. The idea that makes 
Critical Race Theory model (CRT) so useful in terms of 
when individuals study criminology, is that it connects to 
numerous issues that we see in American culture and how 
it affects decisions people make. The aspect of privilege 
based on race is useful because it allows criminologists and 
theorists to identify why people feel like they “can” commit 
various crimes. The CRT model consists of five elements 
focusing on (a) the centrality of race and racism and their 
intersectionality with other forms of subordination, (b) the 
challenge to dominant ideology, (c) the commitment to 
social justice, (d) the centrality of experiential knowledge, 
and (e) the transdisciplinary perspective (Solorzano, Ceja, & 
Yosso, 2000). 

The colonial model contributes to our understanding 
of crime and delinquency behavioral responses of blacks, 
while the internal colonialism model is used to explain the 
exploitation and subordination of African-Americans in the 
United States (Tatum, 2000). African-American males are 
incarcerated the most within the criminal justice system. 
Since blacks are overrepresented in prisons and arrest rates 
are higher, they are often victimized. Many black, white 
lower-class, and working-class families are seen as having a 
higher rate of engaging in delinquent behavior, due to the 
lack of resources (Ghandnoosh, 2014). The colonial model is 
a socio-psychological perspective, in that it assesses the 
impact of the social context an individual can experience on 
the psychological factor of alienation within society. 
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In particular, the theory examines the relationships between structural oppression 
alienation and three adaptive forms of behavior-assimilation, crime or deviance, and protest 
(Tatum, 2000). The most common form of oppression is social oppression. These forms of turmoil 
consist of discrimination in all forms: abuse, segregation, hate crimes and overall inequalities (Du 
Bois & Wortham, 2013) This includes aspects of colonization, the involuntary entry of a foreign 
racial group into the geographical territory of the society being colonized (Blauner, 1969). 

Criminal activity is formed from hate and fear instilled in their ideals. In American culture, 
there is still a significant amount of racism and inequalities between races. A platform to explore 
these issues is the Trayvon Martin Case. This case represented racism and hate; in which George 
Zimmerman committed is a felony murder of an innocent boy. Trayvon Martin was walking late at 
night, in his hand he carried an ice tea and skittles. This part of the case is significant because the 
offender, George Zimmerman, thought Trayvon Martin was carrying some type of weapon. He 
assumed that Martin was a threat to him and other people in the community. Trayvon and 
Zimmerman got into a physical altercation, then Zimmerman pulled out a gun and shot him. The 
crime was committed because Martin is a black man. This sparked national controversy about 
racial inequalities in the United States. Zimmerman stated that he feared for his life. Did he fear 
for his life simply because he “thought” Martin truly had some type of weapon on him, or was he 
scared of ‘Blackness’? ‘Blackness’ represents the color of one’s skin and all of the negative 
connotations being black has in America. Black people are seen as criminals, they are often seen as 
the ones that commit the heinous crimes. In society, it is very easy to blame marginalized groups 
because they are viewed as powerless, unequal, not important, and or crude in society. 

Shankar Vedantam on NPR, discussed police shootings of black people, specifically black 
men, as a problem and how it has affected everyone living in the United States. More than 400 
people in 2016 have been killed from a police shooting, many of the victims being black. 
Vedantam talked about a black man named Terence Crutcher. His car stopped in the middle of the 
road, the reason unknown. A white woman saw him get out of his car and called 911. Critical Race 
Theory model (CRT) in this action is focusing on framework of dominance and racial ideologies. 
The police officer creates racialized perspectives and thoughts when she identified Terence as a 
black man. When other officers arrived they automatically pulled out their tasers and drew their 
guns. Betty Shelby killed Terence Crutcher, later discovering that he was unarmed. 

The police officer who killed Crutcher, Betty Shelby, assumed that Cutcher, a large black 
man, was dangerous, so she drew her gun and killed him. In the police report, Shelby mentions 
that she thought Terence was carrying a weapon, although he was not. This illustrates the 
assumption that large black men carry weapons. These types of negative connotations enable 
people to commit crimes. Betty Shelby was recently acquitted for manslaughter charges. This case 
shows how the fears that white people have enables them to make questionable decisions. In turn 
this allows for our criminal justice system to protect the actions based on biased fears of those who 
are supposed to protect us. It is important for practitioners to uncover the racial inequalities 
Black/African-Americans face within the criminal justice system (Jones-Brown, Frazier, & Brooks, 
2014). 
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Charleston, South Carolina, a 22 year old boy boy named, Dylann Roof, murdered nine 
black men and women at The Mother Emanuel AME Church; Rev. Clementa Pinckney, Rev. 
Sharonda Singleton, Myra Thompson, Tywanza Sanders, Ethel Lee Lance, Cynthia Hurd, Rev. 
Daniel L. Simmons Sr., Rev. DePayne Middleton-Doctor, and Susie Jackson. He was welcomed 
into this church and went to mass. He surrounded himself with faith and people of color. When 
Dylann was in front of the jurors during trial he said, “I felt like I had to do it, and I still feel like I 
had to do”. He showed no remorse. Shortly after the trial social media released photos of him with 
confederate flags and holding up gang signs. His racist perspectives were overt and idolized from 
people within White Supremacy groups. Nevertheless, people who are a part of White Supremacy 
groups do not see how the repercussions of their ideas is hurtful to American society. People in the 
black community are tired of being viewed as criminals, thugs, drug dealers/gang members. Roof 
received the death penalty. When a crime is committed investigators should gather more 
information regarding the motives and identify the true nature of the case. Understanding where 
hate comes from can possibly deter criminal activity. 

Hate crimes are very present in today’s culture, with the crime of Dylann Roof being just 
one example of many. The history of racism and prejudice in the United States is ongoing. Howard 
J. Ehrlich (2009) identifies how ethnoviolence is a conductor of prejudice. Prejudice and 
ethnoviolence creates or forms stereotypes and the norms of social discrimination that are 
embedded within our patriarchal society. When prejudice and ethnoviolence are present, the 
dominant group is constantly gaining more authority and power. In the United States, the 
dominant group is white. Prejudice is a learned trait. You’re not born prejudiced; you’re taught it. 

Ehrlich (2009) mentioned that “the ability of the dominant group is to maintain its authority 
through physical and psychological modes of oppression”. This claim emphasizes how people 
fear that they will lose their power that has been instilled within the American culture, when the 
power slowly starts to fizzle away as a result of fear of not having power. This then tends to lead 
toward delinquency and crime. Ethnoviolence is “an act or attempted act motivated by group 
prejudice with the intention to cause physical or psychological injury. These violent acts include 
intimidation, harassment, group insults, property defacement or destruction, and physical attacks. 
The targets of these acts are persons identified because of their race or skin color, gender, 
nationality or national origin, religion, sexual orientation, or other physical or social characteristic 
of groups defined to be socially significant” (Ehrlich, 2009). This quote is reflected in the aspects of 
police violence in the mid 1960’s. We have seen how law enforcement would treat the Black 
Americans during the time of segregation, being sprayed with fire hoses, beaten to death, shot, 
and racially profiled. Why did police officers demand this power? Simply because they wanted 
control and didn’t believe that Black Americans were important; they believed that black people 
shouldn’t be allowed to have the same rights as White Americans. People thought that asserting 
violence and prejudice would make black people stay quiet. However, they were very incorrect. 

Violence is an action that is hard to escape, meaning, there has been a lot of hate crimes 
committed within our country, mass shootings, and violence within individual households. 
Ehrlich (2009) stated that violence is constantly increasing within society, and it is modeled 
through various dimensions of life. In terms of the violence White Supremacists use, their 
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motivating factor in many of these situations is their hate and fear that they have from other 
groups of people. This hate and fear is then used to initiate power among the individuals. 

There have been numerous black movements that occurred in the 1960’s, such as Black 
Panthers and Black Muslims. These types of movements introduced the aspects of black male rage 
because these men were tired of abuse and hate by white individuals. The Black Panther Party was 
a movement that incorporated militia aspects as a tool for creating social justice and equality. 
Many people who joined the party were under the age of twenty. The youth idolized what Huey 
Newton, co-founder of the party, was standing for and wanted to make a difference. The Black 
Panther Party did a lot of work within their surrounding communities, such as creating a program 
to feed children who weren’t getting proper meals throughout the day. The party was very 
educated in terms of understanding their rights and studying their local gun laws. The Black 
Panther’s carried weapons for self-protection and to show police officers that they weren’t going 
down without a fight. Numerous people in the party risked their lives for the Black community. 
They positively impacted the lives for many black people during this period. 

Black Muslims was a movement of people in the United States that practiced the Muslim 
faith. Elijah Muhammad led the movement and advised poor blacks and black men who were 
incarcerated. Malcolm X was also part of the Black Muslim Movement. As the movement 
advanced, it opened up to people of all races to make the party more inclusive. Many whites did 
not support the movements and rejected the lifestyles black men were fighting for. Many blacks 
were advocating for justice by raising awareness of the injustices within the criminal justice 
system. Black people came out to talk about the aspects of “white” discipline, and the ways 
whiteness was reflected on them. Racism is based on the concept of whiteness--a powerful fiction 
enforced by power and violence. Whiteness is a constantly shifting boundary separating those who 
are entitled to have certain privileges from those whose exploitation and vulnerability to violence 
is justified by their not being white (Kivel, 1996). 

Marginalized people have been racialized in terms of the way they need to speak, act, and 
perform their values. Tuhkanen included that African-Americans were often absorbed within the 
“whiteness” that is engraved within society, as stated by “To be American in the United States you 
must be white, protestant, and very rich” (Tuhkanen, 2010). There are constantly racial divides 
within society. Colin Kaepernick is a prime example of the expectations placed in being black in a 
majority white society. People in the NFL wanted him to remain quiet and act by societal 
expectations for black people. These expectations contain, staying quiet, not speaking up to your 
oppressor, and staying under the radar. Colin Kaepernick made the truth apparent when he didn’t 
stand for the National Anthem during one of his football games. He sat because black equity is not 
being represented within our American culture. He took note of all the the black individuals who 
were killed by police officers such as Eric Garner, Philando Castile, Alton Sterling, Freddie Gray 
and more. After Kaepernick silently sat, it took roughly two weeks for reports to ask why he didn’t 
stand with the rest of his team. He explained: 

I’m making a statement about inequality and social justice, about the ways this country 
oppresses black people and people of color. To me, this is bigger than football and it would 
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be selfish on my part to look the other way. There are bodies in the street, and people 
getting paid leave and getting away with murder (Kaepernick, 2016). 

Kaepernick demonstrates the true American ideals, which are creating a place of equality and 
justice. However, people were not happy with Kaepernick’s actions. In the last year and two 
months, Kaepernick’s actions were changed to gain political gain by certain politicians. Many 
stated that he was disrespecting the veterans by not standing for the National Anthem. This has 
cost him a year of his NFL career and income. He still hasn’t been welcomed back to his team or 
any team at all. He is not scared to speak on what he believes in. He created a chain reaction, 
when players from various NFL teams started to kneel during the National Anthem. People were 
outraged, with fans from the various teams burning their jerseys and season tickets, and starting 
riots. The hate and fear that America is so familiar with started to unleash once again. The anger 
that people had was excessive and somewhat unnecessary because they didn’t take the time to 
identify why he did what he did. What society does not take notice to is that Colin Kaepernick had 
the same actions and intent as Martin Luther King Jr. Society saw Kaepernick as a black man, who 
was not fulfilling expectations society places on him. As in the past, today resistance is met with 
anger and hate. 

This issue is not just about black men. The author Catharine A. Mackinnon wrote about 
sexual assault towards women of color. Through her research she found that women of color are 
often victims of sexual assault because of oppression, meaning the oppressor wants to control the 
woman of color. The power that is being instilled is dominance. Power, control, and various 
historical contexts forms the idea that women of color are less than, and white men are the ones 
who are only allowed to initiate control. This can be demonstrated by the instance of slavery in 
early America. As author Jennifer Hallam (n.d.) explained: 

The slave owner’s exploitation of the black woman’s sexuality was one of the most 
significant factors differentiating the experience of slavery for males and females. The 
white man’s claim to the slave body, male as well as females, was inherent in the concept of 
the slave trade and was tangibly realized perhaps nowhere more than on the auction block, 
where captive Africans were stripped of their clothing, oiled down, and poked and prodded 
by potential buyers. The erotic undertones of such scenes were particularly pronounced in 
the case of black women. Throughout the period of slavery in America, white society 
believed black women to be innately lustful beings. Because the ideal white woman was 
pure and, in the nineteenth century, modest to the degree of prudishness, the perception of 
the African woman as hyper-sexual made her both the object of white man's abhorrence and 
his fantasy. Within the bonds of slavery, masters often felt it their right to engage in sexual 
activity with black women. Sometimes, female slaves acquiesced to advances hoping that 
such relationships would increase the chances that they or their children would be liberated 
by the master. Most of the time, however, slave owners took slaves by force (p. 1). 

This is the precursor to modern hate crimes. The oppressor instills a sense of fear and 
subordination in women of color. She stated that many people view sexual assault as a white 
woman's issue, however this is not the case. This aspect correlates with intersectionality. 
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Intersectionality is, “the interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and 
gender as they apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating overlapping and 
interdependent systems of discrimination or disadvantage” (Crenshaw, 2017). In identifying the 
ways women of color are being harmed in society, Mackinnon (2005) stated: 

Women of color are severely, pervasively sexually abused, including in racist ways 
worldwide, they are violated by it, resent it, resist it, want justice for it, and they want it to 
stop. Sexually abused women tend to know with real clarity that sexual abuse has 
everything to do with their being women. It is mainly academics and perpetrators who 
deny it (p. 89). 

This quote examines how individuals are creating an environment that isn’t safe, particularly for 
women of color. 

For society generally, and criminologists specifically, to instill change, we must examine the 
cause of the problem and develop conclusions on why hate and fear are still pervasive in our 
society. It is important to us to be aware of data and aspects of critical race theory, colonization, 
intersectionality, media, extremism and police brutality, clearly identifies the disparities the United 
States still faces. Acts of discrimination and inequitable treatment should not be tolerated. 
Numerous theorists and criminologists are studying tactics on ways to implement new policies 
and practices to ensure that marginalized people are safe and equally represented. Closely 
examining acts of bias and racism can change criminal justice policy and action. Today, blacks 
continue to be discriminated against in the criminal justice system and voices that try to bring 
attention to this reality are silenced. It is our responsibility, as criminologists, as criminal justice 
professionals, as people, to change this narrative. 

“Discrimination is a hellhound that gnaws at Negroes in every waking moment of their 
lives to remind them that the lie of their inferiority is accepted as truth in the society dominating 

them.”-Martin Luther King, Jr. 

. 
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A Study of Stonehill College 

Students’ Conformity and Moral 
Values 
By: Olivia Phillips 

College students are in a compelling stage in their 
lives. For the first time, they have the freedom to live 
independently. All of the difficult decisions in life that come 
with responsibility have now fallen on their shoulders. Every 
student is suddenly forced to think for themselves, apply 
themselves in their studies and activities, and take some 
action in every situation they find themselves in. Being solely 
responsible for upholding yourself and day-to-day 
responsibilities is undoubtedly not an easy task; previously 
conducted research concludes that most decisions that 
college students make and moral values they possess are 
influenced by their surroundings. Blum (2009) states that 
students feel “pressure to participate, to share, to join, and to 
conform” (p. 109). Students feel the need to get involved 
because they are living in an active culture on campus and 
want to represent a valuable member of the college 
community. There are benefits of being active and staying 
involved, but the persisting issue of external perception 
exists. External perceptions and opinions lead people to think 
about themselves differently, and attempt to manipulate 
them into something else that would be approved by others. 
Ultimately, this takes away from living an independent 
lifestyle of personal choice. Stonehill College students have to 
address more encounters with outside factors and influencers 
independently, which over time has the potential to 
overpower their preferences and beliefs regarding decision 
making. In today’s society, which is a world filled with social 
interactions, it is essential that we focus on the paths we are 
creating. The directions that students take will profoundly 
influence not only their futures, but the future culture and 
community of Stonehill College as a whole. 

The world and atmosphere that college students 
immerse themselves in are direct influences on their lives 
Blum (2009). 
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describes this world as a “mainstream” American culture, a culture which emphasizes 
“credentials, careers, stamps of approval, evaluations, socializing, and multitasking” (p. 147). 
College students are familiar with this culture and are expected to live as a member of it and 
contribute to it. Studies done by Antonio (2004), and Pachucki and Lena (2010), investigated 
different aspects of behavior within the mainstream culture. The main purpose for each of these 
studies was to discover whether or not there was a difference in the everyday lives of people when 
they live within a culture or independently outside of it. Antonio’s (2004) questionnaire assessed 
how college students value their social groups and interactions with friends through questions 
that measured how much self-concept (self-confidence and self-worth) each student believed to 
have, whereas Pachucki and Lena’s (2010) questionnaire assessed different types of personal 
creativity through questions about demographics and culture (academic and social). Both studies 
distributed questionnaires to a number of students, and their findings were relatively similar. The 
data from Antonio’s questionnaire led to the conclusion that peer social groups are like 
membership groups. As a result of being a part of a peer social group, “shared and consensual sets 
of norms are developed … individuals then change under the pressure of direct approval (or 
disapproval) of valued, trusted peers” (Antonio, 2004, p. 448). Pachucki and Lena’s findings 
concluded that living a completely independent lifestyle is not common. The most common 
lifestyle type involves “socially emergent creativity,” meaning “forms of self-expression that either 
must be experienced with others or that are most meaningful when an audience is present” (p. 
130). Based on these two studies’ findings, it is implied that students are capable of living 
independently, but place a significant value on their interactions with their peers, and will live 
based on how they perceive these interactions. These studies lead to an essential question: to what 
extent will students live based on their social interactions with others? 

Further studies have found that the interactions that college students have not only 
influenced their daily lifestyles, but also affect how much self-concept they currently possess. A 
person’s self-concept dictates their self-identity; studies done by Weisz and Wood (2000) and 
Cosden and McNamara (1997) investigated how this is possible, to a certain extent. Weisz and 
Wood (2000) examined specifically how a person's social identity can be affected by the 
friendships that college students experience within the first two years of school using a 
questionnaire. They defined social identities as “aspects of a person’s self-concept that reflect 
claims of membership in social groups or categories” (p. 441). They concluded that based on a 
person’s social identity, their behavior and interaction with others are shaped by it. The definition 
of a social identity was the basis for Cosden and McNamara’s (1997) study; they observed what 
different types of students think of when they form their self-concept through a questionnaire. 
This study concluded that students form their self-concept based on the perceived supports that 
they receive from peer social groups, campus organizations, class instructors, etc. However, these 
supports are difficult to sustain. They exist “in the mind of the perceiver, and thus may not be 
perfectly calibrated with actual support within relationships” (Weisz and Wood, 2000, p. 442). 

One of the most sought out and enjoyed activities by college students today is going out for 
drinks. Over time, drinking has become a “symbol of the American {mainstream} culture” (Blum, 
2009, p. 136). Blum states that students enjoy “social rituals,” and drinking is one of them (p. 133). 
Social rituals are enjoyable for students because they can take time away from their studies and 
relieve stress. In Blum’s “mainstream” culture, social rituals have a positive connotation, because 
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they contribute to the betterment of the overall culture. However, social rituals are not proven to 
be positive for every individual student and their wellbeing. If a student has specific moral beliefs 
or does not feel comfortable participating in a social ritual, then they are left with the dilemma of 
conformity. Whether or not students will conform regarding alcohol consumption depends on 
several other variables, including what values they place on interactions with others and the status 
of their self-concept. 

Since drinking is a social ritual, conformity could be applied through peer pressure. A study 
done by Kremer and Levy (2008) assessed the factors that influenced a student’s decision to drink 
or not to drink, based on their roommate experiences. They found that students are more prone to 
drink if they are surrounded by people who do so, and are also likely to participate in “activities 
that are correlated with drinking, such as partying and staying out late or spending more time 
socializing with friends and therefore studying less” (p. 202). Miller (2008) suggests that “people 
rely on gut reactions to tell right from wrong and employ reason mainly when they try to justify 
intuitions after the fact "as a way to deny their conformity{with anything}" (p. 734). Conformity 
through peer pressure is very probable in college students; these studies suggest that all activities, 
including drinking, that a student’s peer social groups participate in, will have some type of 
influence on the individual student. 

It is evident that conformity within all college environments is recurring and prevalent. 
Conformity on Stonehill’s campus, along with the variables of self-concept, alcohol consumption, 
and independent lifestyles can be used as a basis for several research studies to be conducted on 
campus. Many students on campus may feel underrepresented, unnoticed, and unappreciated. 
Based on the atmosphere around them, they think that they are being silenced and are afraid to 
speak up due to the existence of these variables. Research studies can look at this in-depth and 
initiate a change in these variables. The studies can examine the student body directly through 
their demographics and culture, academic studies and involvement in extracurricular activities, 
and social life. Follow-ups can also be done with college students a few years down the road to 
examine and confirm that conformity influenced their thinking and actions during their time at 
college. Each study can look at the rates of college students’ success, and what directions the 
student body and campus are leaning towards through these variables. Once data is collected, the 
conclusions formulated based on the research can be used to make a positive difference in the 
Stonehill community. If a significant amount of time and effort is devoted towards it, anyone can 
conduct this research successfully and receive accurate and reasonable results. 

To start a research study, the researcher needs to choose participants in a fair and 
representative way. The population of Stonehill students, characteristics about them, and their 
involvement on campus are all factors that can contribute to being chosen to participate in a 
research study. The factors that determine the participants of the research study depend on the 
specific independent and dependent variables being examined. The relationship between the two 
variables is that the independent variable dictates and influences the dependent variable. This 
relationship between the two variables needs to be present in a sociological study; without it, the 
purpose is weak and has a less significant impact. Once the variables are solidified, and the 
specific sampling frame of the students is created, a testable hypothesis can be made. What is the 
relationship between the independent and dependent variable that is visible within the Stonehill 
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community? The hypothesis should answer this in a way that is testable. The way the data is 
collected to prove the hypothesis ensures that the results are fair and representative of both 
variables as they are seen and recognized on campus. 

Once the background of the study is established, the data collection instrument can be 
designed. It should be designed with regard to the previously chosen variables, hypothesis, and 
objectives of the study. The instrument will include questions about the specific concepts being 
examined and being used to make a conclusion. It is essential not to lead the participant to choose 
a particular answer because they receive the impression that they have to. The questions should be 
leading, but not determinative of the types of responses that the participants will give. For 
example, if a study had the dependent variable of conformity through peer pressure and the 
independent variable of an independent lifestyle, then questions could be asked around these two 
central concepts through a predetermined measuring scale or multiple choice question. Examples 
of questions using a 1-4 scale (1 representing does not apply to me at all and 4 representing 
definitely applies to me) could be “I worry about how others perceive me” and “I live a lifestyle 
where I feel completely comfortable being myself.” Once the data is collected, any evaluation 
system can be used to analyze the findings thoughtfully. For example, the Likert Evaluation 
system can categorize the participants of a study based on their commonalities and differences. 
Indexes can be created from the evaluation and allow the researcher to analyze each variable 
through the statistical evidence. This statistical evidence helps to support the conclusions being 
formulated about the variables examined in the study, and are essential in validating to the reader 
why the variables are relevant. There is no one specific way to conduct a research study, how the 
study is conducted is left up to the researcher. There is an abundance of freedom in choosing what 
to examine, how to test it, and how to evaluate the data. As a member of the Stonehill community 
looking at the representative community, the creative freedom for conducting a valid and 
intriguing study is endless. 

Studies involving conformity in college students have the potential to help students become 
aware of how their behavior and lifestyles could potentially be affected by the world around them. 
The intention of this research is to allow students to be able to become the best version of 
themselves that they can be; Pachucki and Lena’s (2010) study stated that “individuals must 
negotiate a balance between distinctiveness and individuation and adaptation to their social 
context-- including roles, obligations, norms, and conventions” (p. 135). Any research on this topic 
can be the starting point for students to find their balance within their daily lives on campus, and 
allow their families to get a glimpse of what guidance their children may need during this time in 
their lives. It can also allow college faculty to reassess their teaching and administration, and think 
about whether or not they are upholding the values and promoting the positive standards that 
they want their students to uphold and maintain throughout their lives. Anyone who is a part of 
the Stonehill community can conduct this research. Everyone has the power to make a positive 
difference not only for themselves but for the entire college atmosphere. Conformity is an issue 
that is extremely pertinent to college students, and initiating them to find the inner strength and 
individualizing themselves can make all the difference later in life. 

College life is known to be a challenging road, and it is likely that students will lose a sense 
of their direction once in a while. This research, if done carefully and shared effectively, has the 
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variables of conformity, moral values, or anything relating to the Stonehill community can allow 
the school to become a better place for everyone involved. This kind of research has great potential 
for the campus to grow and thrive more positively, and allow current students to reach their 
maximum potential during their time on campus and life after graduation. 
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A Reflection on the Jamal 
Joseph Visit 

By: Meghan Gemma and Jennifer Mayette 

Photos by: Oury Bah 

Jamal Joseph is an activist, director, author and 
professor. As a young man, Jamal became a 

member of the Black Panther Party, a 
revolutionary group created to combat the 
racism and oppression that plagued his 
Harlem community in New York. Using 
education and activism Jamal worked to 
establish and protect the rights of African-

Americans everywhere. He was arrested and 
imprisoned due to his ties to the Black Panther 

Party. Through his resilience and 
determination, he continued his mission as he 
earned two college degrees and wrote several 
plays while serving his sentence. He captured 
these life shaping experiences within his novel, 
Panther Baby, which serves to inspire change 
and empower people everywhere. Panther 
Baby not only preserves Jamal’s story but 
demonstrates the significance of individual 

strength, courage and the power of the people. 
After his time in prison, Jamal became an 

educator at Columbia University and went on 
to win many awards including the NAACP 
leadership award. Today, Jamal continues to 
advocate for equality and justice within our 

country. 

On March 15th, 2018 Stonehill College 
was fortunate enough to welcome Jamal Joseph 
to the Martin Auditorium. Students, faculty, 
and members of the community packed into the 
auditorium to hear Joseph speak of his personal 
experience with the Black Panther Party, and 
the injustice he faced many years ago, much of 
which is still prevalent today. Joseph began by 
speaking of some of the main goals and 
philosophies of the Black Panthers. 

“Our goal was never for every man an 
women to be a Black Panther, it was to show 
what an organization can do and what drawing 
the line is,” Joseph emphasized. “We were 
taught to have an undenying love for the 
people.” 

This love was shown through his 
anecdotes of the Black Panther breakfast 
program, which served 50,000 kids nationally. 
This program, which Joseph noted as being one 
of the most important parts of the organization, 
supplied community children with free 
breakfast and a place to gather before the start 
of school. 

In addition to recapping the background 
of the Black Panther party and their community 
efforts, Joseph described the 10 point program 
that was adopted by the Panthers, specifically 
emphasizing points five and seven, as they are 
most relevant to the injustices seen in today’s 
society. 

“Point five, education that teach us our 
true history. Point seven, an immediate end to 
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police brutality among black people,” said Joseph. 
He continued by speaking of the current Black Lives Matter movement in America as not 

just a movement about race, rather about human race as a whole. 
“It is a class struggle for human rights, not just a race struggle for civil rights,” said Joseph. 
In expressing his belief in the key to ending racial disparities across the nation, Joseph noted 

New York City’s movement toward community policing. Joseph concluded the night with one 
final example of the importance of unity among community members. This example involved his 
neighborhood in Harlem, where he witnessed the community and police officers come together as 
one on the Fourth of July. 

“It’s a people’s movement. And your community is your line of defense,” Joseph stated, 
expressing his takeaway message from this moment. 

Although there was such a diverse 
audience, with students, professors, 
and community members present, 
the overall message of Joseph spoke 
to all. 

“Hearing first-hand experience 
about the Black Panthers and 
everything that they stood for was so 
impactful, especially at a time where 
our country is facing the same issues 
Jamal was back then,” said Katherine 
Rayner, sophomore, in reflecting on 
her experience. 

The unique opportunity to hear from a man with such a rich history, and the powerful 
message brought by Jamal Joseph, was not lost on those in attendace. 

“It was phenomenal having Jamal Joseph speak at Stonehill College. I am extremely grateful 
to have had the opportunity to listen to such an engaging, intelligent man speak not only on his 
experience as a past member of the Black Panther Party, but on current events as well. He 
provided a refreshing persepctive, which encouraged me to become involved in educational 
activities on campus that advocate for a more diverse, inclusive community,” said junior Bridget 
Walsh. 

The following day, Joseph met with students and faculty in a smaller group to form more 
personal discussion during a luncheon. Here, the discussion was led by student questions, giving 
the unique opportunity to ask about specific details of his life and overall advice to those entering 
the criminology field. Nicole Russo, junior, speaks about her experience at this luncheon: 

“After reading Mr. Joseph’s book, Panther Baby, for class, having the opportunity to have a 
conversation with him in a small group setting was a great way to ask him more specific 
questions than he was able to cover in his speech to the larger Stonehill community. For 
example, I asked Mr. Joseph what he would say to his 15 year-old self as he was eagerly 
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joining the Black Panthers. He said something along the lines of, “Hang in there.” As we 
were eating pizza, Mr. Joseph jokingly commented that it was good, but that the pizza 
where he’s from in New York can’t be beaten. Something as simple as sharing a meal with 
Mr. Joseph made him seem more like a real person rather than a character in the novel or a 
fantastic speaker and activist.” 

The Stonehill community thanks Jamal Joseph for taking the time to speak to our students, 
faculty, and community members. His message of unity and education has provided a lasting 
impression on all those who had the privilege to attend. 

Thank you to Oury Bah for taking and providing these 
great photos of the event. 
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Interview with Professor Danielle Carkin Lacorazza 
By: Meaghan Gemma & Jennifer Mayette 

Danielle Carkin Lacorazza is a
Professor of Criminology here at 
Stonehill College. Prior to 
Stonehill, she had taught for two 
years at Plymouth State 
University and the University of 
Massachusetts Lowell. Dr. 
Carkin Lacorazza has published 
a number of articles in leading 
criminology journals, as well as 
serves as managing editor for 
Crime and Delinquency. She comes 
into Stonehill as a new professor 
with a background and research 
interests unlike anyone the 
school has had before. In this 
interview, Professor Carkin 
Lacorazza discusses her start in 
criminology, as well as offers 
insight into her research interests 
and “hands on” work within the 
field. We thank her for giving us 
the opportunity to hear of her 
passion for both research and 
teaching. 

How did you get involved in the field of criminology? 

During my Master’s in Community Social Psychology at UMass 
Lowell we had to do a one-year practicum. I happened to work 
with a center that was doing a program evaluation on the 
Shannon Grant, which coincidentally Professor Kelley also does 
work on, however we were working in Lowell. This grant really 
seeks to divert kids away from joining gangs and participating 
in violent activities, and it was really my first taste of what 
criminal justice is like. Prior to that, I had no experience with a 
criminal justice class, I had no experience really working in the 
field with kids who are at risk. During that time period, I 
learned that perhaps this was something I wanted to do, and 
really start working on creating policy and doing research to 
ultimately change the way that we deal with juvenile offenders 
and kids who could potentially be saved, so to speak, within 
the system. 

Were there any other events earlier in your life that steered 
you towards first taking those criminology classes? 

Yes and no. Growing up, I initially had hoped someday to be a 
prosecutor with a family law practice on the side because I had 
very lofty goals as a middle schooler and high schooler. My 
father wanted me to be a state trooper. There was always some 
interest in the world of criminal justice; I just never had the 
opportunity to take classes in it because I went to a school 
where they never would have taught anything related to crime. 
I never really took a class that got me interested but, it was 
really that first hand experience. As I was gearing up to 
graduate, UMass Lowell opened the PhD in criminology, so it 
was kind of a pivotal moment where I said “Ah ha! Hey I might 
as well apply.” So I applied to the criminology program with 
the intent to gain more knowledge and research experience in 
the field. As I was aging and trying to figure out what I wanted 
to do with my life, these doors just kept opening and it made 
sense to go through them instead of stopping, questioning 
myself, and rethinking where I was going. 



 

      

   
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

   
 

 
 

 
 

 

Are there any criminologists that you would say have influenced your thinking the most? 

This is really lofty question for someone like me. I have a pretty big list of people. Anyone who 
studied and really led the way for life-course criminology and career criminals, so people like Marvin 
Wolfgang, Terrie Moffitt, I’m sure you’ve probably heard of Sampson and Laub, as well as David 
Farrington. They really started me on my trajectory toward what I like to research, and really 
question how a human being going through the different facets of life and having different factors 
thrown at you impacts whether or not you’re likely to be a delinquent or an adult criminal. As I was 
starting to learn about their research and really figuring out that that’s where I wanted to go, my 
mentor, Dr. Tracy, really took me under his wing and showed me just what life course criminality 
and career criminals are all about, which led to my dissertation. 

I read that you were awarded as a student for your service. Can you tell us a little more about what 
types of service you have done? 

As a PhD student, I was awarded Outstanding Service award during my second year there. Then, as I 
was leaving and graduating, I received the Outstanding Graduating Student award, and it was really 
because I was heavily involved with the activities on campus. I made sure that I was talking to new
students and going to conferences, and made sure that people knew that UMass Lowell had a PhD 
program, because there were very few people who knew about our new program, and I was the 
second graduate. I wanted to make sure that word was out there. I also ran the graduate version of 
Crim Club, where we talked about getting guest speakers and really coordinated with the 
undergraduate program there. As an undergrad, I did win an Outstanding Student award, 
particularly because of my community service. I ran a lot of charity programs: clothing drives, food 
drives, and we volunteered in program evaluation work at the local soup kitchen. So I just really put 
myself out there to make sure that I was helping the community that I was in while I was going to 
school. 

Do you have any publications in the works? 

I have two book proposals that just got accepted! The first is on co-occurring disorders and what 
works in reducing recidivism for individuals who have substance use and mental health problems. 
It’s going to be heavily reliant on the data I collected with the Essex County Sheriff’s Department. The 
other one, which I think will be pretty interesting, is called Homicide Victims, or Victims of Homicide 
– I haven’t figured out how I want to word it yet. It will really look at vulnerability, who’s more apt 
to be a victim of homicide, and the different types of people whom are victimized. I think they’re two 
books that are not quite out there yet, and the ones that are out there are outdated. So I think it’s 
something that will fulfill a need for criminology. 

What would you say are your research interests? 
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I particularly like onset persistence and desistence of criminality, which essentially is what makes 
someone start, what makes someone stop, and what makes someone keep going – so criminal careers. 
Specifically at the juvenile stage, I like juvenile delinquency – what is it that causes a juvenile in one 
situation to act out, whereas a juvenile in a similar situation does not? So a lot of my research is 
stemming toward that. I also am interested in juvenile justice, and then obviously I do a lot of re-
entry work. That’s my more “hands on” data collection. I go to jail once a month – it’s a running joke 
with my family that I’m going to jail. I go at least once a month, and if I’m not there once a month, 
I’m on the phone with them multiple times a month. In fact, I have a call with Plymouth County 
Sheriff’s Department on my way home from here. So it’s pretty much a consistent thing that I’m in
the works with jails for re-entry and re-integration. 

Do you work with re-entry of juveniles or adults? 

Adults right now. I would love to work with juveniles, but there’s just a lot more red tape to get 
through. Now that I’m down here, it’s going to require finding new people and new resources. So the 
whole relocation thing makes it a bit different. 

What classes do you teach here at Stonehill? 

I teach Critical Intro, Juvenile Delinquency, and this semester I’m teaching Criminal Mind, Mental 
Illness, and Criminality. In the spring, I’m going to be teaching a Community Based Learning version 
of Juvenile Justice. 

What is your favorite course to teach and why? 

That’s a tough question too because I obviously have a passion for teaching, and if I didn’t love what 
I was teaching then I wouldn’t be here. I love them all for different reasons. I love Intro because a lot 
of students come in thinking that Criminal Justice is Criminal Minds or Law and Order SVU, and the 
only thing you can do with a Criminal Justice degree is be a police officer. I like kind of shifting their 
thoughts on what it means to be a criminology student. I also like being able to see what growth 
students have. You follow them from freshman year up until senior year and you really build that 
kind of mentoring relationship with a lot of them. Having them in that intro level course really helps 
form that. Juvenile Delinquency and Justice I think are something that we’re all affected by. I mean, 
we all probably have a friend who knows someone else who was arrested, or someone who’s coming 
from these adverse backgrounds that needs more help. I think that’s something that we as a society 
care about – we care about juveniles. I think these two classes allow for us to figure out what we can 
be doing better, and what is more helpful than locking kids up. We have a pretty heavy incarceration 
rate here in the U.S., and so one of the things we do really well is locking kids up for no reason; and I 
say really well in a negative connotation, meaning, “why are we doing this?” I like Criminal Minds, 
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Mental Illness, and Criminality because it really brings to life the TV shows like Criminal Minds 
and criminal profiling. It allows you to see what is accurate about those shows and what really 
isn’t. Covering the different typologies of offender, and the different types of offenses that occur. 
It’s really relevant to today’s society. We just finished talking about mass murders, we have had 
recent school shootings, and we’ve had Vegas, so a lot of the things we talk about are much more 
prevalent in the news for us to have conversations about. 

What do you like most about teaching at Stonehill? 

I love that Stonehill has this overarching sense of community. I feel like compared to a lot of other 
schools, everyone seems to be generally in a better mood and more friendly. I am quiet honored to 
be part of the faculty both of the entire college, but also the criminology department. We are 
ranked 4th nationally in terms of our program, so it’s really exciting to be able to say that I teach at 
a school that is well known for criminology. In fact, not only are we known for it, I am part of that 
faculty now. I think Stonehill has a lot more to offer students than most other schools do, so it’s 
really fun to be a part of that. 

What is your biggest piece of advice for students who are interested in going into the field of 
criminology? 

My biggest piece of advice is don’t sell yourself short. A lot of people come into a criminology 
degree with a crazy mindset that they can only be a police officer, or they can only go into the FBI, 
and really don’t realize the many other facets of the criminology world. So don’t sell yourself 
short, and take advantage of the opportunities that Stonehill has. Study abroad, do internships, do 
research with your faculty. Most of us here are going to jump on the opportunity to have students 
help us with research because it’s something we’re passionate about, and something we really 
want students to be passionate about as well. 

Do you have any “fun facts”? 

One cool fun fact is that next month I will be celebrating my five-year anniversary as managing 
editor of Crime and Delinquency, a journal that publishes peer-reviewed articles. It was supposed to 
be something that I only stayed on for about a year, or two years, but I’m passionate about making 
sure that good research is getting out there for students and researchers alike, so I’ve stayed on. 
The other thing that I think is fun is how much work I do with Essex County Sheriff’s Department. 
They are a very impressive department that is making pretty big waves in not only reducing 
recidivism, but also in really helping people get back on their feet in positive ways. They provide 
them with opportunities to kick their drug habits and become functioning members of society 
through helping them get jobs or locating better housing for them. 
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